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Automaton

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Io-mgrlXhc


Logline
In a world of a mechanical dystopia, a frightened young boy must learn to control 
his power in order to survive

Proposal

Proposal: Create a 3D animated short that lasts around 3 minutes that tells a story with a unique style. My 
goals are to use everything I’ve learned at CIA to help make my film as awesome as possible!

Proposal: Create a 3D animated short that lasts around 3 minutes that tells a story about courage. My 
target audience will be young adults because I’d like to help inspire them to be a little more courageous. 

My goals are to use everything I’ve learned at CIA to help make my film as awesome and hopefully 
stressless as possible.



Thesis
Style in 3D films and animation is key to building a unique experience for the viewer. 
Without it, animation can tend to become dated in look. With style being the focus, it’s 
possible for a single person to make a 3D short film by themselves as long as they’re 
efficient with the other parts of the pipeline.

While bravery and courage are commonly seen as the same thing, an act of courage 
differs from an act of bravery. Courage carries a stronger impact on a person's life than 
bravery; acting against pain or hardship despite fear helps boost confidence and overall 
sense of self. It improves your insight and allows you to gain a new perspective on your 
surroundings. Bravery only blocks out the fear, giving you less to learn from.



Inspiration/Style



Style Ideas
-Use of toon shaders for appeal 
and faster render times

-Added in 2d smoke effects



Characters



Rigs Used

- Agent W

- Cartoon Boy

- Apollo







Cargo pants modeled and textured by Bryan RitzSpikes



Automaton robot textured by Bryan RitzSpikes



Environment



Layout:









Tests

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SKCB5kYqRU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQyDf6NN42s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkfmgGkQPDs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUMHA4iB4Lc

